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Iris Image Compression Using JPEG & Its Effect 
on Recognition Performance 
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Abstract— A biometric system provides automatic identification of a person based on a unique feature or characteristic possessed by the person. Iris 
recognition is proven to be one of the most accurate of all biometric technologies used today for identifying people. Iris recognition works by recognizing 
individuals from their iris texture with great precision in which system captures an image of an individual’s eye, the iris in the image is then meant for the 
further segmentation and normalization for extracting its feature. So for storing these images the need for large databases of iris images is growing. If 
available storage space is not adequate for storing these images, compression will be a solution, which allows reduction in the space needed to store 
these iris images, although it may be at a cost of some amount of information lost in the process. In this paper compression of iris images using JPEG is 
implemented, in order to study their impact on recognition performance. Standard iris images are 600 times larger than the Iris Code templates, but it is 
administratively desired that iris data should be stored, transmitted, and embedded in media in the form of images rather than as templates. To get that 
goal with its implications for bandwidth and storage, a scheme is presented that combine region-of-interest isolation with JPEG compression at different 
quality factor. Study reveals minimal impact on recognition performance with compressed iris images. 
 
Index Terms—Iris recognition, Hamming Distance(HD), JPEG, ROI, ROC Curve, segmentation, Canny Edge Detection, Hough Transform  
                      Gradient Calculation  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
iometrics is the science of automatically recognition of 
persons based on one or more unique physiological or 
behavioral characteristics The Iris recognition has proved, 

to be one of the most accurate Biometrics technology used to-
day. The purpose of ‘Iris Recognition' is to recognize a person 
from his/her iris prints, which is currently a very active field of 
research. Many applications that require security such as 
banking, computer network access or physical access to a se-
cure facility are moving away from the use of paper or plastic 
identity cards, or alpha-numeric passwords because these sys-
tems are very easy to defeat. A higher degree of security can 
be achieved by using unique physical and/or behavioral char-
acteristics to identify a person and this is called biometrics. In 
order to use biometrics for identification, the biometric data 
must be collected by some means from the individuals. This 
may be a costly and time consuming process, and the data 
obtained is very valuable and it must be protected. Also the 
data collected will be huge amount & it puts limit on the 
available storage. To deal this problem, one possible potion is 
compression.  In this paper, it is investigated that the iris im-
age can be compressed without affecting the biometric tem-
plates. Data compression in biometrics is also important be-
cause governments, regulatory bodies, and international 
standards organizations always specify that biometric data 
must be recorded and stored in a raw form, rather than in (or 
in addition to) post-processed templates that may depend on 

proprietary algorithms. Enrolling or storing raw image data is 
useful because it makes the databases more “future-proof” 
since they can benefit from inevitable future improvements in 
recognition algorithms, simply by enrolling a new the raw 
data. Also, the  directive for, standards bodies like ISO [1] and 
industry consortia such as RTIC [2] that embed biometric data 
into smart cards is to avoid incorporating patented techniques 
into data formats and Standards, as that would effectively con-
fer monopolies. But storing raw images instead of templates 
can simply  increases the size  of data thousand times , with 
problems  such as greatly increased data transmission times 
and inability to fix the raw data in the allocated space in smart 
cards, which in the case of the RTIC specification [2] for iris 
images is a mere 4,000 bytes per eye. Hence the need of com-
pression, and about the effects of image compression on 
recognition performance, becomes very important. 
                       So in summary, both for fundamental scientific 
reasons related to information theory, and also for practical 
reasons related to Standards, data formats, and storage media, 
it is important that how much of raw image data is really 
needed for biometric recognition technologies to perform ef-
fectively? In this paper JPEG compression schemes is used for 
compression of iris image that retain rectilinear image formats 
but achieve severe compression at different levels, still offer 
very good recognition performance on the CASIA publicly 
available iris image database. 
 
2. IRIS TEMPLATE EXTRACTION 
         Following flow chart will illustrate the steps  involved in 
Iris template  Extraction from eye image for iris Recognition 
process. [4] 
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               Figure 1. Flow chart of iris template extraction 

 
2.1. Image Segmentation  
 The main objective here is to remove non useful infor-
mation, namely the pupil segment and the part outside the iris 
(sclera, eyelids, skin). [3].The segmentation step detects the 
boundaries of iris region. The segmented region is then con-
verted into template in the normalization step. In segmenta-
tion, firstly edges from the input eye image are detected using 
the edge detector step. 

Stages in Segmentation 
 Edge detection. 
 Finding a circle. 
    Eyelid detection 

 
2.1.1 Edge Detection. 
         Edges characterize object boundaries and are there-
fore a problem of fundamental importance in image pro-
cessing [4]. Edges in images are areas with strong intensi-
ty contrast i.e. a jump in intensity from one pixel to the 
next. In segmentation process to detect the iris boundary, 
it is necessary to create an edge map. The Canny edge de-
tection principle is used to generate an edge map. The 
Canny edge detection algorithm consists of following 
steps: 

         • Smooth the image with a Gaussian filter, 
         • Compute the gradient of image. 
         •Apply nonmaxima suppression to the   
            gradient image, 
        • Use double thresholding algorithm to detect    
            and link edges.  

 Smoothing: 
The smoothing of image is done to suppress the noise. Noise is 
associated with high frequency, the noise suppression means 
suppression of high frequencies. The input eye image is firstly 
smoothened using a Gaussian Filter. 

 Gradient Calculation: 
  The Motivation of gradient operators is to detect chang-
es in image function. Change in pixel value corresponds to 
large gradient value. Gradient operators are based on local 
derivatives of image function. So, derivatives are larger at lo-
cations where image function undergoes rapid change. Gradi-
ent operators have effect of suppressing only the low frequen-
cies in Fourier transform domain.  

 Nonmaxima Suppression: 
 In this approach, an edge point is defined to be a point 

whose strength is locally maximum in the direction of the gra-
dient. This means that zero value is assigned everywhere ex-
cept the local maxima points.At the local maxima points the 
value is preserved and all other values are marked as zeros. 
This process, which results in one pixel wide ridges, is called 
as non-maxima suppression.  

 Hysteresis Thresholding: 
In spite of smoothing performed as a first step in edge detec-
tion, the nonmaxima suppressed magnitude image  will con-
tain many false edge fragments caused by noise and fine tex-
ture. The contrast of the false edge fragments is small. These 
false edge fragments in the nonmaxima suppressed image 
should be reduced. One typical procedure is to apply a 
threshold to nonmaxima suppressed magnitude image. The 
threshold T is decided such that a prominent edge map is cre-
ated. All values below threshold are set to zero. After applica-
tion of threshold to the non maxima suppressed magnitude 
image, containing the edges detected in the image is obtained. 
2.1.2 Hough Transform. 

In above step after finding the edge map of input eye 
image by canny edge detector, next step is to find radius and 
centre co-ordinates of the outer and inner circular boundary of 
iris region. Here the radius and centre co-ordinates of both the 
circles are to be found. The Hough transform is used to deter-
mine parameters of simple geometric objects, such as lines, 
ellipses and circles, present in an image. The circular Hough 
transform is employed to find out the radius and centre coor-
dinates of the circular boundary of pupil and iris outer 
boundary.  
2.1.3 Eyelids and Eyelashes Detection 
The eyelashes and Eyelids do not contain any useful infor-
mation. The segmented image obtained so far contains redun-
dant information which is not required and acts like noise. So, 
this redundant information has to be eliminated and pro-
cessed further. Firstly edges are detected using the canny edge 
detector and then horizontal lines are detected. Eyelids are 
isolated by first fitting a line to the upper and lower eyelid 
using the linear Hough transform.  

Load Eye Image as 
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2.2. Iris Normalization 
Once the iris region is successfully segmented from an 

eye image, the next stage is to transform the iris region so that 
it has fixed dimensions in order to allow comparisons. The 
images of iris taken at different time or in different place have 
many differences, even though images are taken from the 
same person, because elastic deformations of the pupil will 
affect the size of iris,. The dimensional inconsistencies between 
eye images are mainly due to the stretching of the iris caused 
by pupil dilation from varying levels of illumination. 

For the purpose of achieving more accurate recognition 
results, it is necessary to compensate for such deformation. To 
compensate the difference and improve the precision of 
matching, iris normalization is necessary. In the normalization 
process the iris region is converted from rectangular co-
ordinate system (x, y) to polar coordinate system (r, θ). The 
respective polar co-ordinates are given by, 

 

                 
22 yxr +=     and      θ )/(tan 1 xy−= ... The normalization process will produce iris regions, 

which have the same constant dimensions, so that two photo-
graphs of the same iris under different conditions will have 
characteristic features at the same spatial location. The rubber 
sheet model takes into account pupil dilation and size incon-
sistencies in order to produce a normalized representation 
with constant dimensions. The template is generated after 
normalization process. This is the template generated using 
rectangular to polar co-ordinate conversion. These kinds of 
templates are generated for each individual and are stored in 
the database. 
 
3. JPEG COMPRESSION 
                      JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) is an 
international compression standard for continuous-tone still 
image, both grayscale and color. This standard is designed to 
support a wide variety of applications for continuous-tone 
images.JPEG transformation is based on Discrete Cosine 
Transformation. [5] 
3.1 Block of 8 ×8 
    JPEG compression technique start by subdividing the input 
image into 8 ×8 Blocks, which are processed left to right, top to 
bottom.  
3.2 Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) 
        After dividing image in to 8×8 next step is to passed 
through the DCT program. The purpose of the DCT is to trans-
form the value of pixels to the spatial frequencies which are  
much related to the level of detail present in an image. A high 
spatial frequency corresponds to high levels of detail, while 
lower frequencies correspond to lower levels of detail. 
3.3 Quantizer. 
The next step in the compression process is to quantize the 
transformed coefficients. Quantization is simply the process of 
reducing the number of bits needed to store an integer value 
by reducing the percentage of the integer. The JPEG algorithm 
implements quantization using a quantization matrix. Each 
DCT coefficient is divided by the corresponding quantizer 
step-size parameter in the quantization matrix and rounded to 
the nearest integer as    

 Quantization value (i, j) =        

The result is rounded to nearest integer.                            
              From the formula it is clear that the quantization val-
ues will be virtually zero as we move to higher value of  ( i, j) . 
. 
3.4  Zigzag ordering: 
          The Next step in JPEG process is coding of the quantized 
image .In this the quantized image is arranged in a row using 
the Zig Zag sequence. The reason for this zig-zag traversing is 
that we traverse the 8×8 DCT coefficients in the order of in-
creasing the spatial frequencies.  
3.5 Entropy coding; 
           Final step in JPEG compression will be Entropy coding. 
It creates a fixed or variable-length code to represent the quan-
tizer’s output and maps the output in accordance with the 
code. 

     Decoder of JPEG compression perform in exactly re-
verse manner as Encoder performs 
 
4.  PROPOSED WORK 
Figure 2 will illustrate flow chart of the proposed work. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Flow chart of proposed work 
 
                       First by using Hough transform we are extracting 
the iris template of the original image as explained in flow 
chart of figure 1 & stored in data base. Than original image is 
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compressed by using JPEG algorithm using different quality 
factor & each compressed iris eye image template is also ex-
tracted & stored for compression purpose. Then we compare 
the original image template with different JPEG compressed 
image template using. Hamming Distance (HD) criteria. Based 
on that we are concluding that whether compressed image is 
recognized or not.  
4.1. Simple cropping 
Our first step is to reduce image data size from the standard 
iris image format of 320 × 280 pixels with 8 bits grayscale data 
per pixel, consuming 89600 bytes, is to crop the image to a 
smaller region containing the iris, because the total eye image 
contain region which are not essential for iris recognition and 
then we perform JPEG compression on this cropped image.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3. Original Eye Image   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Cropped  Eye Image   
 

Figure 3 shows original image & figure 4 shows image obtain 
after applying cropping. The cropping tool manually correctly 
localized the iris in all images and produced from each one a 
new cropped image with the iris centered in it. The new gal-
lery of  grayscale eye images with is obtained & then perform 
JPEG compression by various factors specified as quality fac-
tors (QF).  
4.2 JPEG compression with Region of interest (ROI) segmen-
tation. 
                   The JPEG coding scheme [6, 7] efficiently   allocates 
bytes on an “as needed” basis, that means the cost of encoding 
uniform regions of an image is almost zero, but  image areas 
containing busy textures such as eyelashes & consume much 

of the available information budget. In uniform regions, the 
only non-zero DCT (discrete cosine transform) coefficient in 
each block of 64 frequency components that encode an 8 x 8 
pixel block (data unit) is the DC coefficient specifying their 
average gray value; all other coefficients are 0 if the data unit 
is a truly uniform region, or else become 0 after lossy quanti-
zation, & their cost in the Huffman (run-length) coding stage 
is essentially nil. But JPEG encoding of iris images can be 
made more effective if we replaced all non-iris parts of the 
image with a uniform gray value. This kind of substitution of 
pixel values within  a rectilinear image array is preferable, 
from the by Standards bodies, than actual extraction and 
mapping of pixel data from a normalized (“unwrapped”) iris 
because it is desirable to be as shape-agnostic and as algo-
rithm-neutral as possible[8] JPEG coding schemes fits them-
selves well with  region-of-interest (ROI) differential assign-
ment of the coding budget [9]. Also the even  Part 3 extension 
of the old JPEG standard , support variable quantization for 
explicitly specifying different quality levels for different image 
regions. This method was used for biometric face recognition 
by Hsu and Griffin [10], who demonstrated that recognition 
performance was degraded by only 2% for file sizes com-
pressed to the range of 10,000 – 20,000 bytes with ROI specifi-
cation. In this paper it is  investigated that how much com-
pression of iris images can be achieved with minimal impact 
on iris recognition performance, using the ROI idea without 
“unwrapping” the iris but retaining a rectilinear pixel array 
format for the reasons mention earlier. 
                             Non-iris regions must be encoded in a way 
that distinguishes sclera from eyelids or eyelashes regions, so 
that compression algorithms should be able to determine both 
types of iris boundaries. Since the substitution gray levels are 
uniform, their coding cost is minimum and could be further 
reduced by using larger data units. Examples of such ROI 
segmentation within the rectilinear image array format are 
shown in below Figure 5. For any quality factor  the result of 
iris ROI isolation is nearly  two-fold reduction in file size while 
maintaining a simple rectilinear image  format and easy locali-
zation of eyelid boundaries in later stages. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                 Figure 5. Cropped & ROI Eye Image 
 

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION  
 In this paper the effect of iris image compression on recog-

nition performance by using JPEG as a compression algorithm 
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was studied[11].A cropped & JPEG compressed iris image is 
shown in figure 6 where as Figure 7 show the same image but 
now compressed by JPEG algorithm & ROI isolation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Cropped & JPEG compressed eye Image without ROI 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7 Cropped+ ROI & JPEG compressed eye Image 
 
         Biometric recognition performance is usually meas-

ured by generating ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) 
curves, which plot the trade-off between two error rates (False 
Accept and False Reject Rates, FAR and FRR, also called False 
Match and False non- Match Rates) as the decision threshold 
for similarity scores is varied from conservative to liberal[11]. 
It is common to tabulate specific points on such trade-off 
curves, such as the FRR when the decision threshold causes an 
FAR of 1 in 1,0000 or of 1 in 1,000 and the point at which the 
two error rates are equal, FRR = FAR = EER, the Equal Error 
Rate. Such ROC curves and tabulations are presented in Fig. 8 
for the CASIA gallery, both for baseline performance (uncom-
pressed and uncropped: Green curve) and for three JPEG 
quality factors (colored curves). 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8 ROC curve for different Quality Factor for JPEG compression 
without ROI. 

Figure 8 shows the ROC curve obtained for JPEG 
compression. Green line shows the performance of original 
image, blue line shows the performance of compressed image 
at quality factor of 72, black line shows performance of com-
pressed image at quality factor of 35 & red line shows perfor-
mance of compressed image at quality factor of 25. It has been 
observed from ROC curve that   the recognition performance 
is degraded if we decrease quality factor for JPEG compres-
sion.  

Figure 9 shows the ROC curve obtained for JPEG 
compression with ROI. As seen from ROC curve we can ana-
lyze that performance will remain somewhat same as without 
ROI but advantage of ROI is that it reduces the size of iris im-
age two times as compare to without ROI .It has been also ob-
served from ROC curve that   the recognition performance is 
degraded if we decrease quality factor for JPEG compression.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 9:  ROC curve for different Quality factor for JPEG compression 
with ROI 

6. CONCLUSION 
             In this paper the effects of image compression on 

iris recognition performance by using JPEG as compression 
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algorithm is studied. The iris template of each compressed 
image & original image, is compared using hamming distance 
method which leading to the surprising conclusion that even 
images compressed severely from their original full-size origi-
nals, to few Kilo bytes (KB), by using different quality factor it 
remain serviceable .If quality factor is decreased to very low 
value  it will effect on recognition performance. It is important 
to use region-of-interest (ROI) isolation of the iris within the 
image so that the coding budget is allocated almost to the iris 
& can get highly compressed image. The average HD  between 
such IrisCodes obtained before and after image compression 
indicate that only about 3% to 5% of the IrisCode bits change 
as an effect  of image compression even though the image  is 
compressed to very small size. 
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